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TASK 5

ENVIRONMENT & ECONOMICS– DEFINITION OF BASE CASES

Following the MEErP Methodology for Energy related products, Task 5 should describe the
environmental impact of the base-case product life cycle, the product life cycle impacts of new
products entering the market and the annual impacts of the existing products. These impacts are
expressed in base-case environmental impact data (usually by means of the Bill-of-Materials at the
level of the EcoReport Unit Indicators, annual resources consumption and direct emissions during
product life and at end-of-life) and the accompanying life cycle cost data on EU level.
The individual products in the scope of this Lot 33 Preparatory Study are products that almost all are
subject to vertical regulations; however this Preparatory Study specifically addresses the implications
underlying the connectivity and demand side flexibility (DSF) functionality aspect of these products.
These environmental and economic implications need to be considered on two different levels. On
the one hand, the DSF functionality will have implications on the level of the individual product and
the network in which the product functions (see Task 4). On the other hand, the aggregated DSF that
potentially can be provided by a whole group of smart appliances gives rise to environmental and
economic benefits which go beyond the product level and can be found at the level of the entire
energy system. If we would limit the study to the usual MEErP base-case environmental and
economic impact data, we would keep these system impacts out of consideration.
Smart appliances can provide balancing services by shifting operation, thereby adapting the
consumption to short term positive or negative discrepancies between forecasted and real
generation by intermittent energy sources. Such activities may not reduce electricity consumption in
total; however the optimised use of renewable energy reduces the need of conventional energy
peaking generation and provision of conventional balancing capacities being linked to inefficient part
load operation of conventional plants. This therefore provides both monetary savings by less
consumption of fuel as well as reduced CO2 emissions, which in the framework of the ETS not only
has an environmental but also an economic value.
In Task 6 and 7 these benefits are evaluated, but before such an evaluation can be done, the
approach needs to be defined how these impacts will be quantified and a reference needs to be set
as a point of comparison. Therefore, the goal of Task 5 is to define the base cases which serve as a
reference case for the evaluation of the future environmental and economic costs and benefits in
case more flexibility of the energy demand is achieved under various scenarios. These base cases
assume a situation in which no flexibility is available from smart appliances. This means that for the
reference scenario we make abstraction of the limited ongoing Demand response (DR) practices in
the scope of this Lot 33 Preparatory Study (residential and commercial segments as defined in Task
1) and which are described in Task 2.
In order to quantify the economic and environmental benefits of smart appliances from an energy
system perspective, the following key performance indicators (KPIs) are considered relevant:
1. KPI1: Economic value in terms of total energy system costs. This KPI quantifies the avoided
costs related to the more efficient use of the energy system following the achieved flexibility.
2. KPI2: Total amount of CO2 emissions over the considered period. This KPI quantifies part of
the environmental benefits of decreased utilization of the less efficient and more CO2
emitting peaking power plants in the system.
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3. KPI3: Energy efficiency of the utilized generation mix over the considered period. This KPI
more specifically indicates the increased share of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) integrated
in the generation mix.
A generic optimisation tool and a model were developed for the purpose of this study to assess the
value of flexibility from the smart appliances by means of these KPIs. To quantify the KPIs, the model
is run over a time horizon of one year for each of the three chosen benchmark years: 2014, 2020, and
2030. Specifically for the use cases defined in Task 2 (day-ahead use case and imbalance use case),
the results of the KPIs will be compared for a situation without flexibility provided by smart
appliances (Task 5) and a situation in which a part of these appliances (ones with medium and high
potential as identified in Task 3 and for which data are available from Task 2) become smart, thus
providing flexibility to the energy system (Task 6 and 7).
The task 5 report is structured as follows: section 5.1 gives an overview of the developed model
functionalities. Next, section 5.2 introduces the input data utilized in the model and gives an
overview of all data sources. In section 5.3, the calculation of the KPIs is described in detail. All the
modelling and data assumptions are summarized at the end of this section in 5.2.7. In Section 5.4,
the respective results for the three benchmark years are presented.
Note that apart from the benefits related to the use of flexibility from an energy system perspective,
other benefits and costs are relevant from an end-user perspective (e.g. potential higher price of
products and/or remuneration for available flexibility, potential impact on energy consumption of
products) and from an industry perspective (e.g. costs related to redesign of products, new business
opportunities). These impacts have been described in previous reports (mainly Task 4) and as they
relate to impacts in a situation with flexibility, will be summarised and discussed in Task 6 and 7.
5.1 ASSESSMENT MODEL DESCRIPTION
5.1.1.

DEFINITION OF THE MODEL

A generic optimisation tool and a model were developed for the purposes of this study to assess the
value of flexibility from the smart appliances. This section explains the model in more detail.
The utilized model is an extension of the unit commitment (UC) model described in [1]. The model is
utilized to determine the optimal scheduling of a given set of power plants, for the specified input
data, as presented in Figure 1. Optimality is defined in terms of minimizing the total costs over the
considered time period.
The total costs are defined as the sum of fuels costs, variable operational and maintenance costs,
ramping costs, start-up and shut-down costs for generator units, CO2 emission costs, RES curtailment
costs, and costs of loss of load.
The model takes into account the technical constraints of each type of generation technology,
transmission system constraints, and also the energy balance constraints.
The modelled technical characteristics of generation units include maximal ramp up rate, ramp down
rate, maximal power output, minimal power output, minimal down time, minimal up time, CO2
emissions per produced MWh, etc.
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Due to the technical constraints of generation technologies, such as minimum time down or up, unit
commitment models belong to the class of mixed integer linear programs (MILP). For this class of
problems, off-the-shelve solvers exist.

Figure 1 Overview of inputs and outputs of the utilized model.

The transmission system network within EU-28 area is modelled by means of the net transfer
capacity (NTC) matrix 1. The NTC values represent an estimation of the transmission capacities of the
joint interconnections on a border between two neighbouring countries. The exchange of energy
between two neighbouring countries cannot be larger than the NTC specified value.
The number of existing power plants in EU-28 mounts up to several hundreds. It is computationally
demanding to solve MILP problems for a large number of variables and constraints, i.e., for a large
number of power plants (generation units). Therefore, to reduce the modelling and computational
effort, there is one representative generation unit modelled per generation type per member state.
The generation unit has maximal capacity equivalent to the aggregated capacity of this technology
type within EU-28 area. This results in a negligible error in the computed utilized power generation
mix, total system costs, and CO2 emissions. Other technical characteristics are typical for the given
technology and taken from literature, [2].
The model captures the European electricity system with an hourly time resolution. In total, 28
countries are included in the model.
1

www.entsoe.eu/publications/market-reports/ntc-values/ntc-matrix/Pages/default.aspx
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The model utilizes as input the hourly data of the total demand per EU-28 member state, and profiles
of renewable energy sources (wind and solar power production) per EU-28 member state. Next to
this, in the imbalance use case, it is necessary to feed the hourly imbalance volumes, i.e., forecast
errors in the model.
Next to this information, to run the model, it is necessary to define the fuel and CO2 prices, installed
generation capacity per generation technology per EU-28 member state, network topology and
transmission lines capacity of the EU-28 interconnected power system, and lastly, technical and
economic parameters per generation technology.
The model will result in several relevant indicators for assessment of benefits of smart appliances
flexibility, such as: the total system costs, marginal electricity prices per hour, CO2 emissions per
hour, utilized production mix to serve demand (per hour), and eventually, if smart appliances are
modelled, the optimal utilization of flexibility from smart appliances per hour (only in Task 6).
The EU targets on integrated energy markets and the expansion of international grid control
cooperation (IGCC) mechanism implementation (see section 2.3.1 of Task 2 report), indicate that the
European electricity network is developing towards a more integrated system. Therefore, a general
assumption of the model is that there exists an integrated European Energy market, as explained in
Task 2 report. As a result, the energy system of EU28 is modelled as one integrated market, still
considering the limitations of the transmission network system.
Depending on the defined input assessment data, the model can represent the European electricity
system in the benchmark years 2014, 2020 or 2030.
For the purposes of this study, the considered period for optimization is defined to be a period of 1
year (8760 hours). The utilized temporal resolution is 1 hour, which is also in line with the electricity
market resolution.
The identified use cases from Task 2 are the day-ahead use case and imbalance use case. For the
imbalance use case, the hourly forecast errors, which are the main imbalance driver, have to be
modelled. We describe the developed approach in the following section.
5.1.2.

MODELLING THE IMBALANCE VOLUMES

Imbalances in power systems are defined as the real-time differences in instantaneous power
production and consumption. Imbalances are caused by the forecast errors of hourly demand
profiles and intermittent RES production; see also section 2.3.1 for a more detailed discussion on the
origin of imbalances in power systems. These forecast errors directly form the imbalance volumes.
To assess the value of smart appliances in the use case related to the imbalance settlement, the
imbalance volumes, and hence, the hourly forecast errors for demand, wind and solar power are
needed. It was shown in literature, [4], that the forecast errors of RES power profiles follow the
Gaussian probability distribution. In [5], it was shown on the basis of historical data that day-ahead
load forecast errors nearly follow the Gaussian normal distribution as well. Alternatively, these errors
could be modelled by hyperbolic distribution. Moreover, in the same paper, it was shown that “the
shape of day-ahead wind power forecasting errors is similar to those of day-ahead load forecasts”.
Therefore, all the forecast errors will be modelled as Gaussian processes.
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To generate the imbalance volumes as a Gaussian processes, mean and standard deviation values are
needed. From historical data for Belgium, obtained from webpages of the Belgian TSO 2, firstly
normalized forecast error profiles were obtained. The normalized generation forecast errors are
forecast errors divided by the monitored active wind or solar capacity at the corresponding time
instances. The hourly load forecast errors are normalized by the observed peak load in the
considered year. The mean and standard deviation values for Belgium for a period of one year are
reported in Table 3.
From the devised mean and standard deviation values, and installed RES capacity and peak load for
each EU-28 member state, hourly forecast errors are generated. The utilized values are reported in
Table 2. The forecast errors are generated for solar production, wind production, and load curve, for
each of the three considered reference years, and for each EU-28 member state, respectively. Finally
on a yearly basis, the generated load, wind and solar forecast errors are summed for each of the EU28 member states to obtain a single imbalance volume hourly profile per EU-28 state.
5.1.3.

COMPUTATION OF THE BALANCING COSTS IN THE IMBALANCE USE CASE

The imbalance costs are computed as multiplication of the difference in hourly prices between the
hourly prices obtained in the day-ahead market use case and in the imbalance use case by the
generated hourly imbalance volumes.
5.2.

ASSESSMENT DATA

5.2.1.

TRANSMISSION NETWORK

The transmission network within EU-28 area is modelled by means of NTC matrix. NTC values can be
adapted seasonally, and are in general computed ex-ante at several important moments before the
real time: year ahead, month ahead, and day ahead. We utilized month-ahead data wherever
possible, and where not possible, year-ahead computed NTC values were utilized. All the data can be
downloaded from the ENTSO-E transparency portal 3, under the tab “Transmission”. High voltage DC
(HVDC) interconnector capacity was also taken into account.
For 2020 and 2030, the network capacity was extended according to expectations presented in the
ENTSO-E Ten-Year Network Development Plan (TYNDP) from 2014 4.
5.2.2.

FUEL COSTS

The fuel cost for the different technologies will largely determine which power plant will run and at
which price. The utilized fuel costs were presented in Task 3, and are repeated here for convenience.
Fuel costs for nuclear power plants are taken from IEA, NEA & OECD: Projected Costs of Generating
Electricity, 2015 Edition, [8] 5, where the fuel costs are given under the following assumption “For
nuclear power plants, fuel cycle costs include front-end costs as for all other generating technologies,
but also back-end costs associated with waste management”, see also [7] 6, 2010 edition of the
2

ELIA, http://www.elia.be/ or http://www.elia.be/en/grid-data/data-download
ENTSO-E transparency portal is at transparency.entsoe.eu
4
All the documents related to the ENTSO-E Ten-Year Network Development Plan can be found here
https://www.entsoe.eu/major-projects/ten-year-network-development-plan/tyndp-2014/Pages/default.aspx
5
See page 49 of the reference.
6
See Table 3.7 a of the reference.
3
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report. Therefore, as the front-end and back-end costs are taken into account in the fuels price, it is
necessary to set the power plant efficiency to 100% instead of normally utilized 32-34%, see [2].
In [8], nuclear fuel costs are disclosed for a few European countries, in particular, for Finland, France,
Hungary, Belgium, Great Britain, and Slovakia. These costs vary 5.09$/MWh in Finland, to 9.33 in
France to 9.6 in Hungary to 10.46 in Belgium to 11.31 in Great Britain to 12.43 in Slovakia. As the
model works with a unique fuels price, we took an average of these prices, which is 9.7$/MWh. This
price is converted to euros by assuming that 1$2014 = 0.72 €2014. Under this assumption, the fuel price
for nuclear is computed to be 6.98€2014.
For 2020 and 2030 nuclear fuel prices, the same value is assumed, as to the best of our knowledge,
there was no good reference to forecast future price. This is supported by a very slight change in the
price in the period from 2010 [7] to 2015 [8], of less then 5% (own calculation), which is comparable
to the inflation rate.
Table 1 Utilized fuel costs per fuel type and reference year

Fuel

2014

Nuclear [€/MWhprim]
Coal [€/MWhprim]
Natural gas [€/MWhprim]
Wood pellets [€/MWhprim]
Oil [€/MWhprim]
CO2 [€/tCO2]

8

6,98
9,20
18,75
5,06
48,48
5,96

2020
6,98
11,93
31,66
4,84
53,54
9,07

2030
6,98
11,97
32,71
4,84 7
57,42
48,00

The fuel costs in the model (prices of oil, gas, coal and CO2) for 2020 and 2030 are based on the
growth assumptions as defined in the World Energy Outlook 2013. Prices for 2014 are based on
current market prices. All the prices are presented in Table 1 Utilized fuel costs per fuel type and
reference year. For CO2, for the period 2014 and 2020, the forward prices for EUA as published by ICE
Endex on 16/10 are used. The current forward value for 2020 is in line with a recent report from
Platts (June 2014) and Moody's (July 2015) that also estimates CO2-prices between 5 and 10€/ton.
The value for 2030 is an estimate based on scenarios developed by Thomson Reuters (2014). For
biomass, the fuel cost is based on the estimated costs for wood pellets (today most common source
of biomass 9). To note that currently, debates are ongoing with respect to the sustainability criteria of
certain types of biomass. In the course of 2017 a new Renewable Energy Directive for the period
beyond 2020 is expected, setting out amongst others a bioenergy sustainability policy 10. This might
7

8

XXX

http://www.changepartnership.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Point-Carbon-2014-11042014-MSRPoint-Carbon.pdf
http://carbon-pulse.com/higher-co2-price-would-help-eu-utilities-but-it-remains-a-pipe-dreammoodys/
http://www.changepartnership.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Point-Carbon-2014-11042014-MSRPoint-Carbon.pdf
9

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2015/568329/EPRS_BRI(2015)568329_EN.pdf

10

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52015DC0080
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result in a shift of subsidies from one type of biomass to another type of biomass, dependent on the
outcome of the sustainability assessment. Independent of which biomass technology will be
subsidized, according to studies, it is clear that also after 2020 biomass will play an important role in
the energy mix.
From the table, it can be noted that the prices are expected to remain relatively stable between 2014
and 2020. In 2030, the expectations are that mainly the price of CO2 will have risen significantly,
which will have impact on profitability of thermal plants and hence the system costs. It is expected
that price for biomass will remain constant, although it is possible, see remark above, that based on
new sustainability criteria, different types of biomass will be subsidized. Nevertheless, the
assumption is made that subsidies would be adapted in order to reach the same level of
competitiveness as today.
Next to the fuel costs, also costs related to the value of lost load are defined. The price for lost load is
chosen to be 20,000 €/MWh.

5.2.3.

DEMAND PROFILES AND INSTALLED CAPACITY

Both, demand and installed production capacity are based on realised 2014 data as published by
ENTSO-E. Fuel prices are based on realised fuel prices of 2014. For the 2020 and 2030 scenarios, the
PRIMES-model results for installed capacity per EU-28 member state, and price scenarios of the
International Energy Agency (IEA) are utilized 11.
Demand hourly profiles are downloaded from the ENTSO-E 12. So, published data of 2014 for EU 28 is
utilized. No demand profile for Malta was found, so for Malta, a scaled demand profile from Cyprus
was utilized.
Demand hourly profiles are corrected for import and export with countries not belonging to the EU28 interconnected power system. Lastly, in order to determine the load in 2020 and 2030, a yearly
demand growth factor is applied. The demand growth is assumed to be the same as assumed in the
PRIMES scenario: 0.5% per year until 2020, and 1% per year after 2020.

11

http://ec.europa.eu/transport/media/publications/doc/trends-to-2050-update-2013.pdf.

12

https://www.entsoe.eu/data/data-portal/Pages/default.aspx
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Figure 2 Total EU-28 demand hourly data for an arbitrarily selected week in winter and for an
arbitrarily selected week in summer in 2014. Data source: ENTSO-E transparency database
Figure 2 shows a total EU-28 demand hourly data for an arbitrarily selected week in winter and for
arbitrarily selected week in summer in 2014. Significant variations in the total demand, and also in
the shape of demand curves, are observable.
The installed capacity of production units per country is based on the installed capacity of 2014 as
published by the statistical database of ENTSO-E. For 2020 and 2030, the production mix per country
is based on the PRIMES scenarios. The PRIMES model simulates the European energy system and
markets on a country-by-country basis and across Europe for the entire energy system. The model
produces projections over the period from 2015 to 2050 in 5-years intervals 13. The installed capacity
mix is obtained by the PRIMES model under the assumption of electricity demand growth rate of
0.5% per year up to 2020; and almost 1% per year thereafter.
Utilized values for the installed wind capacity, solar capacity and peak load are summarized in Table
2. For brevity, installed capacities of other EU-28 member states are not presented here.
From the utilized generation data, a large increase in renewable energy sources capacity can be
observed. This growth of RES capacity is shown for wind and solar installed capacity in Figure 3. The
wind installed capacity is expected to almost triple and solar installed capacity to double. This
increase in intermittent RES capacity will increase the system’s need for flexibility in both identified
use cases.

13

More information on the PRIMES model is listed on the website of E3Lab of the National Technical University
of Athens http://www.e3mlab.ntua.gr/e3mlab/index.php?option=com_content&view=category&id=35:primes&Itemid=8
0&layout=default&lang=en
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Table 2 Installed RES capacity and peak load per EU-28 country per year (Source: ENTSO-E database
for 2014 for all the countries besides Malta, PRIMES EU reference scenario outcomes for 2020 and
2030, and for Malta for 2014, and for peak load in Malta Enemalta14)

AT
BE
BG
CY
CZ
DE
DK
EE
ES
FI
FR
GB
GR
HR
HU
IE
IT
LT
LU
LV
MT
NL
PL
PT
RO
SE
SI
SK

Installed solar capacity
[MW]
2014
2020
2030
400
787
1466
1840
2429
4813
1060
1116
1534
79
194
658
2011
2011
2068
35357 49089 53584
282
360
762
0
0
0
7667 12655 16945
7
50
60
4630
7470 13913
1574
5985
8853
3052
3286
3640
16
27
182
3
93
712
0
0
674
16204 19553 28206
0
0
0
78
226
409
1
1
1
8
48
211
131
788
1037
6
51
530
1051
2212
5613
214
679
1860
13
182
248
85
130
444
539
787
1009

14

Installed wind capacity
[MW]
2014
2020
2030
1529
3114
6051
1966
4772
7068
850
923
1515
145
249
329
277
307
387
35600 48956 69949
4489
5960
7420
354
495
1056
25028 25213 35707
411
1538
2556
10238 25687 47354
12140 38627 50721
2195
3433
3745
394
640
713
413
903
1236
2088 11200
5992
7371
222 22598
221
226
251
78
428
290
155
86
681
1
3561
191
4619
9624 12359
2472
6515
8843
5398
5689
8324
1566
1572
4043
3646
4447
5107
8
225
453
48
113
455

Peak load [MW]
2014
12355
13110
8638
871
10058
81031
6163
1786
39394
13945
84280
50997
8448
3012
5712
4572
49523
1408
878
1172
290
17850
23593
8295
8738
24295
2074
4523

Enemalta:http://www.transport.gov.mt/admin/uploads/medialibrary/files/DAirMaltaStudyVisit_The%20Energy%20Sector%20in%20Malta.pdf
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2020
2030
13430 15433
14251 16376
9390 10790
947
1088
10933 12564
88081 101219
6699
7699
1941
2231
42821 49208
15158 17419
91612 105276
55434 63702
9183 10553
3274
3762
6209
7135
4970
5711
53832 61861
1530
1758
954
1097
1274
1464
316
363
19403 22297
25645 29470
9017 10362
9499 10915
26409 30348
2254
2591
4917
5650
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Figure 3 Installed RES capacity in [GW] for the whole EU-28 area in the reference years. Source:
ENTSO-E database for 2014 for all the countries besides Malta, PRIMES scenario outcomes for 2020
and 2030, and for Malta for 2014, and for peak load in Malta Enemalta
5.2.4.

WIND AND SOLAR HOURLY PROFILES

Hourly profiles of wind and solar power production are obtained from the TSO webpages of EU28
countries.
The TSOs of the following countries have publicly available wind hourly time series for 2014: Austria,
Belgium, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, France, Germany, Ireland, Romania,
and the United Kingdom. Hourly wind profiles for Finland, Spain were available only for 2013, and
not 2014, so these profiles were utilized. For Italy, data from August 2013 until August 2014 was
utilized.
For other countries, the hourly time series were estimated from the published profiles by rescaling
the realised profiles of a comparable country, based on the difference in realised monthly
production:
• Hourly wind profiles of Portugal were estimated from the Spanish profile;
• Cyprus and Greece were estimated from the Italian profile;
• Hourly wind profiles of Luxembourg and the Netherlands were estimated from the Belgian
profile;
• Hourly wind profiles of Hungary were estimated from the German profile;
• Hourly wind profiles of Sweden were estimated from the Danish profile;
• Hourly wind profiles of Poland and Bulgaria were estimated from the Czech profile.
Slovenia, Slovakia and Malta have negligible installed wind capacities for 2014, and hence their
hourly profiles are set to 0.
The TSOs of the following countries have publicly available solar photovoltaic hourly time series for
2014: Belgium, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Denmark, and Romania. For Spain hourly profiles
for PV produced power hourly are available for 2013.
For other countries, the hourly time series were estimated from the published profiles (according to
the same methodology as for the wind profiles):
• Hourly solar profiles of Portugal, Greece and Italy were estimated from the Spanish profile;
• Hourly solar profiles of Slovakia, Slovenia and Bulgaria were estimated from the Czech
profile;
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•

Hourly solar profiles of Luxembourg and the Netherlands were estimated from the Belgian
profile.
Other EU-28 countries have negligible amounts of installed PV capacities, and therefore their hourly
profiles are set to 0.
An example of hourly intermittent RES time series for the whole EU-28 area is shown in Figure 4. On
the left side, an arbitrarily selected winter week is shown, and on the right side, an arbitrarily
selected summer week. Large differences in volatility and amplitude of produced power are obvious.

Figure 4 Intermittent RES hourly profiles for an arbitrarily selected week in winter, and for an
arbitrarily selected week in summer.
For reference years 2020 and 2030, the hourly profiles are obtained from the profiles of 2014. The
increase in the RES power production is assumed to be proportional to the increase of the installed
capacity. In such a way, the same load factor is obtained for each RES technology nowadays and in
the future. For countries were no realized profiles were published for 2014, the same methodology
is used as for the construction of the 2014 profiles (see explanation before).
For the following countries, for 2020 and 2030, the solar profiles were estimated from the 2014 data:
Cyprus, Estonia.
5.2.5.

FORECAST ERROR HOURLY PROFILES

The statistical properties of the hourly load, wind and solar forecast errors are necessary for
indication of net imbalance volumes. From historical data for Belgium, from webpages of Belgian
TSO 15, the normalized forecast error profiles are obtained. The mean and standard deviation of these
profiles are computed, and presented in Table 3. On basis of the computed standard deviation and
mean value, the forecast errors, which are equivalent to the net imbalance size, are computed as
explained above in Section 5.1.2 on page 8.
Figure 5 compares the realized and forecasted wind production over two days in 2014 in the overall
EU-28 area. The difference of the two forms a part of total forecast error, and hence, imbalance
volume.

15

ELIA, http://www.elia.be/ or http://www.elia.be/en/grid-data/data-download
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Table 3 Statistical data for normalized forecast errors on basis of historical data for Belgium in 2014
(Source: Elia.be)

Hourly load forecast error
Hourly wind forecast error
Hourly solar forecast error

Mean [MW]
0.5615
-0.0054
0.0059

Standard deviation
0.6522
0.0775
0.0549

50000,00
48000,00
46000,00
44000,00
42000,00
40000,00
38000,00
36000,00
34000,00
32000,00

Normalization factor
10353
[931, 1835]
[2211, 2502]

Wind - realized
Wind - forecasted

1 5 9 13172125293337414549
Figure 5 Comparison of the realized and forecasted wind production over two days in 2014 in the
overall EU-28 area. The difference of the two forms a part of total forecast error, and hence,
imbalance volume.
5.2.6.

THE TECHNICAL PARAMETERS

Parameters for each technology (start-up time, minimum load, etc.) are based on the report of DIW
(Prospective Costs of Electricity Generation until 2050 (2013) [2].
5.2.7.

OVERVIEW OF MODEL AND DATA ASSUMPTIONS

In summary, all the drawn assumptions are listed as follows:
1. All the input data for benchmark year 2014 is based on 2014 realized data.
2. The influence of the transmission system within EU-28 is modelled by means of net transfer
capacity (NTC) matrix. Transmission constraints inside EU-28 member states are not
considered.
3. The generation units are clustered per generation type, e.g., nuclear, hydro, coal fired power
plants, etc. There is one equivalent unit for each generation type for each EU-28 country.
4. Hydro generators are assumed to be dispatchable, with the accordingly adapted yearly
availability factor.
5. Undispatchable renewable generation, such as wind and solar power production, is
represented in the model by the hourly generation profiles. Load factors of wind and solar
power production is assumed to remain the same in 2020 and 2030 as it was in 2014.
6. Marginal price of wind power, and solar power is chosen to be 0. The efficiency of these units
is set to 100%, as there is no input fuel directly utilized for these types of generation
technologies.
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7. Fuel prices are based on the realised fuel prices in 2014 and the assumptions for 2020 and
2030 as published by the World Energy Outlook 2013. For biomass, it is assumed that the
price level will be the same, although different types of biomass might be subsidized.
8. For future scenarios, growth of demand is assumed to be 0.5% per year up to 2020; and
almost 1% per year thereafter. Generation installed capacity and mix is assumed to grow as
predicted by PRIMES scenarios, as specified earlier in Task 2.
9. Forecast errors are assumed to be normally distributed, and proportional to peak load, and
installed intermittent RES capacity (installed wind and solar capacity).
10. In the lack of better references, forecast quality is assumed not to improve in the future, i.e.,
statistical properties of demand, load and wind forecast errors will remain the same in 2020
and 2030 as they are in 2015.
5.3.

DEFINITION AND COMPUTATION OF KPIS

5.3.1.

DEFINITION OF KPIS

The relevance of smart appliances is expressed in economical and environmental terms, and is
measured by the three defined key performance indicators (KPIs). For each use case, three KPIs are
defined to assess the impact of flexibility from smart appliances. These are:
4. KPI1: Economic value – total system costs [€/MWh].
5. KPI2: Total amount of CO2 emissions over the considered period [Mt].
6. KPI3: Energy efficiency of the utilized generation mix over the considered period [%].
Comparing KPIs over use cases without and with utilization of flexibility from smart appliances will
give an indication on the economic and environmental impacts of smart appliances. This task is
concerned only with the base cases, i.e., cases without utilization of flexibility from smart appliances;
whereas in task 6, the cases with utilization of flexibility from smart appliances are presented.
The purpose of KPI1 is to provide a measure for economic benefits due to provision of flexibility to
the system. This value is relevant for evaluation of costs and benefits of the smart appliances.
KPI2 and KPI3 define environmental benefits from smart appliances. They are defined to measure
firstly, the potential of smart appliances to decrease utilization of the less efficient, and more CO2
emitting peaking power plants (especially gas and coal fired units) in the system, and secondly, the
impact of utilization of smart appliances’ flexibility on the RES integration in the system.
5.3.2.

CALCULATION OF KPIS

→ Day-ahead use case
KPI1, total system costs over the given time horizon of a year, is defined as the sum of the following
costs:
• fuel costs of generator units,
• variable operational and maintenance costs of generator units,
• ramping costs of generator units,
• start-up costs of generator units
• shut-down costs of generator units,
• CO2 emission costs of generator units,
• RES curtailment costs (if curtailment is allowed), and
• costs of loss of load (if load shedding is allowed).
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KPI2 is simply defined as the sum of all CO2 emissions from all the generation units over the
considered time horizon. The CO2 emission factors are defined for fossil fuel fired power plants per
generation technology as given in the table below. The other technologies, such as nuclear power
plants, hydro power plants, biomass power plants, or RES (wind and solar) are assumed to be CO2
neutral, so emission factor for these technologies is set to 0. An overview of the utilized CO2 intensity
factors in [tCO2/MWhprim] for different generation categories is presented in Table 4. These factors are
taken from [6].
Table 4 Utilized CO2 intensity factors in [tCO2/MWhprim] for different generation categories
Category
Coal fired
Gas fired
Oil fired

CO2 intensity [tCO2/MWhprim]
0,34
0,21
0,27

Note that KPI2 by no means represents total CO2 emissions in the EU-28 area, it only gives an
indication of the CO2 emissions due to production of electricity 16. These emissions are originating
from fossil fuel fired electricity generation technologies. No emissions from other sectors, such as
industrial or transport sector are taken into account.
KPI3 is the efficiency of the utilized generation mix that is utilized to satisfy the demand. It is
computed from individual efficiency factors that are defined for each generation technology. The
efficiencies are given in the table below, and are taken from [2]. For coal fired, gas fired, oil fired, and
biomass plants, a plausible interval of efficiency factor is given in the reference. The chosen value is
presented in Table 5. In the same reference, in table 35, for hydro power plants, more specifically, for
run-of-river hydro power plants, efficiency of 90% is suggested.
Table 5 Output to input energy efficiency for different generation categories

Category

Efficiency [%]

Nuclear Coal
33 17
45

Gas Hydro
50
90

Oil Biomass
39
45,5

Wind Solar
100
100

→ Imbalance use case
In the imbalance use case, KPI1 is calculated as the sum of the total costs incurred by correcting the
imbalance. It is computed as the multiplication of the imbalance volume and the marginal price of
the marginal unit utilized to correct the imbalance.
To compute the KPI 2, i.e., the CO2 emissions, in the imbalance use case, we define the average
emissions factor of the generation park providing reserves under the assumption that the typical
generating units providing reserves consist of the coal-fired, gas-fired, and oil-fired units. This factor
is then defined as an average value of the individual emissions factors for the listed technologies, as
16

As in this study only the electricity energy system is modelled, and because the majority of CHP plants is gas
fired, CHPs are here modelled as the gas fired units.
17
As mentioned above, for the utilized nuclear fuel costs, the accompanying efficiency should be 100%. This
efficiency factor of 33% is utilized only for the generation mix efficiency calculation.
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presented in Table 4. The value of the average emission factor of generation mix providing reserves is
0.27.
To obtain KPI 2 value, this average emission factor is multiplied by the hourly imbalance volumes of
each EU-28 member state.
Given this definition of KPI2, it can be interpreted as the additional CO2 emissions that were emitted
due to the balancing actions. In this sense, the emissions from the day-ahead use case are not taken
into account in this KPI2 definition. Note that by definition, KPI2 can be negative. If it is negative, the
total system CO2 emissions after balancing actions are lower than the computed CO2 emissions from
the day-ahead market use case.
KPI 3 is calculated in the same was as in the day-ahead use case.
5.4.

BASE CASE (BENCHMARK CASE)

In this section, firstly, the developed model and utilized data are validated by comparison of the
model outcome to the available realized numbers from the electricity energy data. Next, the KPIs are
presented for the benchmark case, i.e. for the case with no activation of smart appliances flexibility.
The KPIs are given and explained for both use cases: day-ahead use case, and imbalance use case.
5.4.1.

MODEL AND DATA VALIDATION

To validate the utilized model, and moreover to validate the utilized input data and parameters, in
Figure 6, the outcome of the model in terms of committed generation mix is compared against the
realized generation mix in EU-28 in 2014. The realized data is obtained from the provisional data for
2014 published in the Eurostat database and available on the Eurostat webpage 18. The data is also
presented and interpreted in the Eurostat report on Electricity and heat 19.

Wind Solar
Oil 8,3% 2,5%
0,1%
Gas
9,1%

Coal
31,8%

Model 2014

Solar Other
Wind 3,0% 2,1%
7,9%

Realized 2014

Oil
1,9%
Nuclear
27,0%

Hydro
13,8%

Nuclear
27,9%

Gas
12,2%

Coal
28,5%

Biomass
7,4%

18
19

ec.europa.eu/Eurostat

http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statisticsexplained/index.php/Electricity_and_heat_statistics#Production_of_electricity
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Figure 6 Comparison of the outcome of the model for input data defined for 2014, and the realized
generation mix (electricity production source) in 2014 in EU-28 area.
As can be observed in Figure 6, the coincidence of the model results and realized numbers is very
high. The model produced almost the same numbers as measured in reality for nuclear (27,5%
against 27,9%), hydro (12,8% against 13,1%), and other intermittent RES (for wind 8,3% against 7,9%,
and for solar 2,5% against 3%). Furthermore, if the total sum is considered for the fossil fuels fired
power plants, very good overlap can be observed: gas and coal fired power plants produced 40,7% of
total electricity in the year, whereas according to the model computation, it was 40,9%.
There is a minor mismatch in fuel fired generation (gas, oil, coal fired) if these technologies are
considered individually. The mismatch in model-obtained and realized share of gas fired units and
coal fired units is mostly due to the interchangeability of these technologies: both can be used as
peaking units. Some of the mismatch can also be contributed to the limitations of the model, such as
limiting the transmission network to the cross-border connections, and the fact that hydro power
plants are modelled to be completely dispatchable. Lastly, the mismatch can be contributed to the
choice of fuel prices and their variability over the year, which was not taken into account.
Lastly, there is a discrepancy in the electricity production by biomass and oil fired technologies. This
is explained by a low price of wooden pellets utilized by the biomass power plants. The green
certificates are already incorporated in the defined fuel price. The green certificates value varies
significantly from country to country. Nevertheless, a single value had to be assigned to the wooden
pellets price as the model takes a single price for each resource. As a result, a slight overestimation of
the electricity production from the biomass power plants has occurred at the cost of lower electricity
production by the oil-fired power plants.
In conclusion, the input data and model parameters are shown to be reliable and satisfactory for
further purposes of the study.
5.4.1.

DAY-AHEAD USE CASE

This section presents results for the day-ahead benchmark use case for the chosen benchmark years
2014, 2020 and 2030. Firstly, the outcome of the model in the form of a realized generation mix is
presented in Table 6. As expected, the ratio of the electricity produced by the intermittent RES will
increase over the years with the increase in the installed capacity, and according to the current load
factor of these technologies.
Table 6 Total realized generation mix for EU-28 area per benchmark case, for 2014, 2020 and 2030.

Generation type 2014 [%] 2020 [%] 2030 [%]
Nuclear
27.0
23.5
21.1
Hydro
13.8
14.1
12.8
Biomass
7.4
8.7
9.0
Coal
31.8
27.5
19.9
Gas
9.1
9.8
15.5
Oil
0.1
<0.1
<0.1
Wind
8.3
12.9
17.3
Solar
2.5
3.6
4.6
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The planned decrease in the installed nuclear power plant capacity is expectedly accompanied by the
decrease in the share of electricity produced by nuclear generation units, and will drop from current
27,0% to around 21% in 2030.
Whereas the share of fossil fuels plants remains constant over the years, there is an expected
restructuring in shares per technology within the group. From the table, it is obvious that the gasfired technologies will have a higher share in 2030 than 2014. There are multiple reasons for this
effect. Firstly, there is more installed capacity of gas fired technologies in 2030 than in 2014. At the
same time, there is less coal fired technologies installed in 2030 than in 2014. This decrease in coal
capacity, together with the decrease in nuclear capacity causes need for more baseload technologies.
Gas fired units can take part in compensating it. Moreover, with more RES capacity, more flexibility is
needed, and given the technical constraints of gas-fired units (such as fast ramping rates and low
minimum down time and minimum up time), it is well known that they are suitable as a peaking
technology. Lastly, the much higher general CO2 emissions price, in combination with the lower CO2
emissions factor (see Table 4) of gas fired units compared to coal fired units give the final argument
for explanation of switch in the gas fired and coal fired power plants in 2030.
The share of biomass power plants is expected to increase over the coming years. This is largely a
consequence of relatively low assumed fuel price for this technology, due to maintaining or
increasing the green certificates and subsidies for such generation type. The share of biomass units in
the generation mix is sensitive to variations in fuel prices for fossil fuels and subsidies.
The shares of electricity production per type, which are presented in Table 6, along with the emission
factors given in Table 4, can later serve very well to explain the amounts obtained for KPI2, total CO2
emissions from electricity production.
In Table 7, the share of total energy produced by RES that had to be curtailed is presented. In 2014
and 2020, no RES curtailment was necessary. Only in 2030, a small portion of produced intermittent
RES energy had to be curtailed. Note that this is also due to the modelling assumptions, according to
which only cross-border transmission network capacity is considered. In reality, RES curtailment
could be a larger problem and lead to lower load factor of RES.
Table 7 Load shedding and RES curtailment for EU-28 area per benchmark case, for 2014, 2020 and
2030.

2014 [%] 2020 [%] 2030 [%]
Load shedding
0
0
0.004
RES curtailment
0
0
0.008
Next to it, Table 7 shows the amount of load shedding as percentage of the total load in the whole
EU-28 area. Load had to be shed only in 2030 benchmark scenario. Over the whole year, 0.004% of
the total EU-28 demand, or 119 GWh had to be shed. The load was shed in 11 EU-28 countries,
exclusively in winter months (between mid November and mid February). For most of these
countries, the load was shed during less then 5 hours in the year.
The KPIs per benchmark year for day-ahead use case are presented in Table 8. These values are
interesting on their own; however, their main purpose within the scope of the study is to serve as
benchmark for the cases with utilized flexibility from smart appliances. Therefore, they are just
briefly discussed in this task, and more elaborately in task 6 along with the KPIs from the use cases
presented therein.
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Table 8 KPIs for the day-ahead use case for each of the benchmark years
Day ahead use case

KPI1 (total
costs) [M€]

2014
2020
2030

system KPI2 (CO2 emissions) KPI3 (efficiency of the
[Mt]
utilized
generation
mix) [%]
63,613.6
803.3
54.4
75,079.2
736.2
58.1
115,504.3
698.6
61.0

In the day-ahead use case, an increase in total costs for electricity production, i.e. KPI1, is observable
over the years. All the costs are given in €2014 value, so the most interesting outlier is for year 2030, in
which the costs are significantly higher than in the other two benchmark years. The main reasons for
this increase is in the increase of CO2 emission price by factor 9 and 5 compared to 2014 and 2020,
respectively, see also Table 1.
Development of the efficiency of the utilized generation mix (KPI3) over the benchmark years shows
the slight increase in efficiency. Main reasons for this are firstly, the increased intermittent RES
installed capacity, and secondly, the switch from electricity production by coal-fired power plants to
the gas-fired power plants, see also Table 6, which are more efficient than the coal-fired ones: 50%
compared to 45%, see Table 5.
5.4.2.

IMBALANCE USE CASE

The KPIs per benchmark year for imbalance use case are given in Table 9.
The same trends in KPI3 as observed in day-ahead use case are observable in the results for the
benchmark imbalance use case, which is expected, as the generation mix that supplies energy in the
day-ahead markets is not very different from the generation mix that supplies the day-ahead market
needs and also provides reserves.
In KPI1, the same trends can be observed as in the Day-ahead use case: first a slight increase in total
balancing costs can be observed from year 2014 to 2020, and after that in 2030, a significant increase
in costs. This increase is, same as in day-ahead use case, caused by the load shedding, which put the
market prices very high.
Table 9 KPIs for the imbalance use case for each of the benchmark years
Imbalance use case
2014
2020
2030

KPI1 (total
costs) [M€]

system KPI2 (CO2 emissions) KPI3 (efficiency of the
[Mt]
utilized
generation
mix) [%]
2,386.2
0.289
54.4
3,794.9
0.206
58.1
6,135.2
0.045
61.0

The CO2 emissions used by the generation mix to provide balancing services decreases over years.
This can be explained by the methodology for generating imbalance volumes in the model. The
imbalances are comprised from load forecast errors, and RES forecast errors. The load forecast error
has a much larger mean value compared to the RES forecast errors. From Table 3, it can be observed
that the load prediction error has the tendency to be positive over long periods, whereas the RES
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prediction error is neutral (mean is almost zero). From 2014 to 2030, the RES installed capacity
increased three times i.e. 300%, whereas the load grew around 15%. There is a decreasing portion of
load prediction error compared to RES prediction error in the imbalance volumes. Hence, the total
mean of the generated imbalance volumes will move towards zero in the period 2014 to 2030. The
contribution of RES forecast error in the total forecast error increased over time, and moved the
average more towards zero. This caused the emissions amount utilized to correct this imbalance to
move towards zero as well.
5.5.

CONCLUSIONS

This task introduced and validated the model and data utilized for the purposes of this study.
Moreover, it set the ground for the evaluation of the potential impacts from smart appliances, which
is continued in task 6. Therein, the results of the cases with smart appliances will be put in
perspective with these benchmark results.
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